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Welcome to the first issue of The Indian Feminist Review. 

First of all, a big heartfelt thank you to the contributors who trusted me enough to help me build this
new home. Whose words were beautiful, diverse, encouraging, visceral, and marked with such great
depth. 

I felt incredibly lucky to have been on the receiving end and thanked every star that led me here with a
dangerously distant idea of what the first issue could become.  

Unchained is a story culminating 25 different voices as they fill the pages with their ideals, hopes, fears,
resistance, rebellion, and power. Its release intentionally coincided with the 72nd Republic Day of India
as a testament to the vigor and strength that voices from the past have carried over to the present day. 

As you delve into it, I hope you find symphony as you glide from one outstanding piece to the next. I
hope you feel the emotions that speak through them. I hope you find what you’re looking for here. And
then take something back even if you weren’t. Welcome aboard to this chaotic beautiful canvas that is
our very first issue.

Welcome to Unchained.

I am beyond ecstatic to have you here and wish you smooth sailing over the next few pages.

Here's to humble beginnings. 

Love and Light
Vasundhara
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I was eight, my cousin Angie six, when my aunt accompanied us into Detroit. The People 
Mover lumbered beneath us for the first time, as she introduced us to Miss Tilly.

 
Miss Tilly eats apples and berries, but she doesn’t eat bananas, 
my aunt would say with a smile sucked deep in her teeth.

Miss Tilly hates boxing and scuba diving and bowling, but she loooooves 
football, she baited, pulling on the verb like a hot string of cheese.

Miss Tilly likes puppies and kittens and even...beetles. With this, my aunt shuddered 
in mock disgust, causing Angie and me to flutter our own small bodies.

 
We knew we were missing an essential piece of the puzzle and begged to be let in on the
secret, but when my aunt opened her mouth to oblige, we squealed for more time. 

 
Does Miss Tilly like children? Angie asked.
My aunt tickled her until she giggled. Miss Tilly certainly does not.
But she likes mommies and daddies, I ventured. 
My aunt nodded her approval, Yes, she does.

 
It took the ten-minute ride from Michigan Avenue to Greektown to catch on. Angie 
followed seconds after, attesting to her precociousness.

We continued to play the word game over saganaki. As we happily dipped triangles 
of pita bread into the flambéed appetizer, we knew dear Miss Tilly would approve.  

 
  
 
 

Lannie Stabile
Miss Tilly
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Your sister and I were the same 
age and you, only four years older,
did all the chores - cooked dinner, washed 
dishes folded laundry. Your family raised 
huskies, the dogs quiet unless you
walked into the backyard, a bucket full of kibble, 
this twice daily chore yours alone.
Nancy, with your scarecrow shoulders
and straw hair, dropped your head 
when your sister, my friend, called you 
names: stupid, lazy, slut. When I saw my playboy 
brother crawl out of your window late one night 
I whispered those words to the dark 
sky: stupid, lazy, slut. You were the bitch 
of the family, took the abuse, hid the bruises
with blue-green eyeshadow that sunsetted 
across your eyelids. Nancy, I was only 
thirteen, I didn’t understand. We waited 
in silence for the bus each day, your body tired 
from your morning chores, your eyes focused 
on the grass that needed cutting, your task 
to complete before cooking dinner. The day 
you turned eighteen you married an Air Force 
guy, moved out, never looked back. By then 
I was no longer friends with your sister, having 
learned her venom was not solely for you. 
I don't know if it was love or escape you sought 
but Nancy, with your thin hair and skeletal body, 
I hope you found it.

Courtney LeBlanc

Next Door Nancy With The Stringy Hair
       ~after Francine J. Harris
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My granny looks like she is made of glass,
looks like you need to handle her as 
delicately as you would the fine china 
she lays out for tea. She is eighty-four 
years old, has hip replacements on 
both sides and cataracts in her eyes 
but she’ll be damned if that stops her
going to play badminton every Friday. 
My granny is a living legend, everything
I want to be wrapped up in one woman. 
Let me tell you my favourite story about 
her. She’s travelled the world, spent her 
younger years in flight, set foot in Europe,
America, the Middle East, she’s the most
well-travelled person I know, has friends
in every country I’ve ever been to and a
story for every place you could point to
on a map. That’s not my favourite part, 
though. My favourite part is that when 
my granddad asked her to marry him 
she said not yet. 
She wasn’t done with flying yet.

Rhiannon Willson

Let Me Tell You My
Favourite Story About My Granny
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I had a dream
that Gran took me into the sunshine
and spread out her arms.
Look at this beauty. 
This is how you know
that everything will be okay.

Rhiannon Willson
Recovery
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At Indraprastha Apollo in New Delhi, where
birds fly free in the grand hallway,
untouched by fear and forecasts, my
grandfather received treatment for his non-
Hodgkins Lymphoma. Radiation therapy
only lengthened his life by a sad inch but did
not manage to kill his light. When my
mother— a Daddy’s girl through and
through— visited him from the United
States, she was instructed to stuff an entire
suitcase with books for him to read in bed.
He guffawed at the slapstick humor of
Jerome K. Jerome’s Three Men in a Boat and
diligently made his way through Wilde’s
Picture of Dorian Gray. He drew up
astrological charts and taught Dhananjai
mathematics. On good days, he carried a
sulking Nitya through the Faridabad
marketplace as I followed on foot, eager for
Tootsie Rolls. He wrote his only daughter
long letters and followed television murder
cases with rapt attention. He worked for the
Indian Railways, a fact my grandmother still
notes proudly when she collects her pension
decades later. He put himself through night
school. He was a scholar. He was an orphan.
The ghost of my Thatha always loomed
large. He was assigned the same hospital
room as my aunt’s father and had the same
name too. He shared a birthday with my
sister, a child he never got to see. His dream
for me was that I would go to Harvard and
become a doctor.

Little did he know that I would set myself on
course to become a doctor—one who
practiced philosophy and not medicine—
though perhaps, philosophy is a kind of
medicine for the lonely soul. Little did he
know that more than two decades after he
passed, I would be admitted to Apollo
myself: for severe food poisoning; and that I
too would pass the days reading under a blue
blanket. My Thatha wasn’t around to see the
way the world changed, the way iPhones
took over existence, the bombing of the
Twin Towers, the Russians hacking the
election on Facebook. He wasn’t around to
see my meticulous journals, fashioned after
his own—the ones my uncle notoriously sold
to the neighborhood kabaadi. He wasn’t
around to see his daughter and her daughter
take up his interest in photography, rushing
into the rose garden at noon to capture a
fluttering monarch butterfly. He wasn’t
around to see the day my students first
addressed me as professor. He wasn’t around
to see me live a double life, spending my
summers in India, and my school years in
New York City. He wasn’t around to see the
sale of the home Thathi sold her jewels to
buy. He wasn’t around to see herbs climb up
those hallowed walls—oh, how they climbed!
—as our family falls. Instead, he became one
of those birds—soaring with the winter wind
—untouched by pandemics and the perils of
modern existence.

Thatha
Sanjana Rajagopal
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every birth
is death
maturing 
 
every meeting
is farewell
unmasking
 
every breath
is epitaph
inscribing
 
take my hand
this encounter is a
departure, dissolving

Umar Yogiza Jr.
Take My Hand
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Escape Rooms
Valencia Washington
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One - Set your heart free.
It will flutter;
You don't need to teach it.
It already knows.
It always has.
 
Two - Splay your hands.
Let 'em do whatever they want to.
It doesn't have to make any sense;
The best of things usually don't.
 
Three - Waltz.
You may not understand the rhythm
The first time around.
But, don't stop.
Don't stop.
 
Four - Hold your chin up.
You probably think that's a stupid instruction
But someday, you'll see why.
Hold your chin up,
And flash them a dazzling smile.
 
Five - Dance.
Dance (Laugh)
Dance (Laugh)
Dance (Laugh)

Aiswarya Garlapati

Dancing For Beginners
(Living For Beginners)
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You dance 
flamboyantly─ 

Rhythm flowing in fury  
buzzing beyond, boundless,  

hostile hands hurling and heaving 
at you. 

Adorned in black velvet, 
you mingle in the mist with magical eyes, 

perfecting a passionate routine. 
SWAT!
  
Almost─ 
Had you! 

The swatter sits back down  
silently, smirking, 

patiently prepping for battle. 
Evade nor escape your epilogue! 

Still… 
you dance─ 

Wide-eyes, you shout,  
WAIT! 

Sylvia Sánchez Garza
Dance
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Can't you let us be?
If you had

but three weeks,
wouldn't you 

dance?
Wouldn't you

want to spin-in somersaults, to
dance

through the steam with your love?
Enjoying your lightening life,

Without worrying about getting smacked by
yesterday's news.

Love squished to nothing.
United.

Unwavering,
we remain.

No need for brutal, violent bloodshed… We
won't go away!

We'll multiply.
Coexist with us

in camaraderie.
Denounce your denial

and let us─
dance.
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Phoenix Mountains cradle the sun between 
two peaks. Streaks of auburn and scarlet 
smear across the gently darkening scene,
 
preparing the canvas for a sky starlit
and our crescent moon. You and I twirl
on the rooftop of your apartment.
 
As you pirouette, your leg muscles
harden. Your controlled elegance outlined
by burning light tracing each curve and curl.
 
Your final step lands your face before mine.
My hand moves to your hips, pulling you closely 
enough to kiss.  I taste your breath of red wine 
 
before our eyes wander beyond the roof’s railing
I whisper, “You are the dust of my dreams,
our fantasies still unfinished, unfolding.” 
 
We look down at homes of stucco and adobe,
“Some day, one of those will belong to us
with grand desert willows and olive trees.”

Makaila Aarin
Dust of Dreams
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the silence told me about you, 
the child hidden within his homespun
papier-mâché prison
 
you didn't witness the virescent vines reach 
heavenward in ache for the blister 
of an awakening sun or listen to the twirls of the 
Wood Thrush birdsong 
flitter across dawn as it crests the horizon
 
another season has passed
 
you were born a zinnia, hair like wisps
of butterfly secrets, voice 
as dainty as dewdrops, skin as soft as snowfall
you pluck your petals as they grow then crush 
them underfoot 
to disrupt your hunger, deny its existence
you are not a smeared painting the color of death 
metal lyrics, 
a urine name in a snowbank, 
gravel grunts of emotions withheld
 
you cannot see the mourning trees shed
warm tears for you, 
the breeze hum you a lullaby, rustle the dead 
foliage of your surrender
 
another season has come

J Snow
You are the Ankh
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" 2 5 0  m i l l i o n  f a r m e r s  i n  I n d i a  a r e  t a k i n g  a
s t a n d  a g a i n s t  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  a s  p a r t  o f  t h e

b i g g e s t  p r o t e s t  i n  h i s t o r y "
J a i  J a w a n  J a i  K i s a n

Happy 72nd Republic Day



I've never heard them ask a boy
to know his limits.
 
I've never heard them say to a boy
that his anatomy on display,
brings them dishonour.
 
When they --
talk to boys/talk of boys/talk for boys,
they speak of an invisible light force
that leads their legacy.
 
They mention his safety,
because the worst thing,
that could happen to him,
is death,
and they can't cope
with the loss of a son.
 
They measure his value in
life, years - priceless.
 
They measure the man he will be,
by the broadness of his shoulders,
the heaviness in his voice, and
the ego in his heart that they worked so
hard to maintain
over the last centuries.

Adritanaya Tiwari
Dishonour
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When they -
talk to girls/talk of girls/talk for girls,
they speak of a living porcelain doll,
with no other purpose but to stay intact.

They mention
their girl's or any other's safety
like a matchstick thrown over
a pool of kerosene,
for the worst thing that could happen
to a girl is birth.

And the worst thing that could happen
to them is the loss of honour that
depends on their daughter.

Honour that somehow lies
on the spreading of her legs
and it doesn't matter how it happened,
with a gun to her head,
a knife to her throat,
with her consent or without,
for the worst thing
that could happen has happened.

They measure her value
in virginity and obedience,
and don't dare to mention
the woman she could become.

They do not measure,
the fullness of her body,
the sparkle in her eye,
or the voice that speaks her mind.

They do not measure,
because the knowledge of
certain dimensions,
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does not dwell well
with the opposite sex.
And since boys will be boys,
they keep their girls in cages,
where they can keep out
the things she doesn't need.

Sworn to protect
the flower she holds
in the name of honour,
only letting in
a man deemed worthy
when she is of age,
and when they believe,
the burden has been passed
onto another,
to deal with however they please.

It's not their honour
anymore, after all.

The worst thing
that could happen to them
is the wound of dishonour
and they would never
let a little girl get in the way.
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There is a circle to live,
this rigid path
from birth to death.
the fence of 'don't'
defines the purity
the worth living life
is a mystery.
I want to rewrite
the repeating lines!
So, for me
there is some days―
I will
cry ceaselessly,
bloom like a rain forest,
lay down like a barren desert,
crawl like a snail,
taste every flavor of love,
Shut the world out,
Celebrate the swings
Burn my shattered dreams,
Cast aside you all,
Hide in my poetry,
Sleep like a ladybug,
Ignite like a volcano
Or stay like a monk
There is some days 
like this!
How may lives!

Dr. Manjusha Hari
The Circle Of Pain
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I've to go away,
from the repeating irony..
Just rewriting
the permanent scripts
from the walls of life...
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The hands of men bind me
[yet] I have all this strength inside me
They defend the right to protect me
and the right to oppress me

Undressing me with their eyes
Covering me with their lies
Stealing my light 
and thunder
watching as I go under

I extricate my sense of self
I liberate, emancipate
and hold on to my little wealth
as they leave mere scraps on a plate

You’ve gone astray
rogue woman
expanded your mind
bow down 
and accept your fate
don’t bother
with the pearly gates

Is it wrong to hope for better? 
for our daughters
and our sons
I only know how to resist 
aren’t they the lucky ones

Lisa Mary Armstrong
Chains of Resistance
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We are not supposed to be shards of glass, mended by
gold threads from the chains that held our mothers,
 
Cutting corners and sharp powdery anger
 
My neighbours yesterday yelled at their daughter.          
did not give birth to a daughter so she'd waste her life away
in school! 

Yet your sons
Are pressured
To get an education.

We're mirrors: reflecting, refracting before we're told at
ten that a girl should not climb trees or dream to look
from the top her brother had and will go beyond. 

chains hold a teenager with vision warped in 
 blood. rose coloured, no.

Come here, child. 
I tell you the world wants you to break your person into bits
that suit them.

A person born whole now shakes with fury in a 
thousand pieces. thousands make up a periscope.

 frequency distorted, exceeding, e X c e e d I n g 
but they say you have shattered beautifully.

Fareedah Agberemi
She Is The Raging Piece In The Periscope
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Now a husk walks into the elevator, hands 
bloody with a blank face that should be ridden 
in tears. gold threads follow tiny needles into tired 
skin.  she has bled everywhere.

crawled where you are allowed to walk.      but why does
she not smile?

You dare to ask when her depths cannot trace 
 the line of your smile without pain.  Her coat is 
dark so you dare not look.

But still, you dare. A slice across your throat 
with your own hands
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I spoke to trees as a kid. I twirled around them like a loud
ribbon. The wind was nosy in my one-sided conversations,
teasing the trees to talk. At dinner time my father’s usual
phrase “Stop being weak” stabbed my heart with a fork. I
thought I could make him proud. I spoke to trees as a kid. I
gave them my leftovers wrapped in a scratchy floral cloth.
They thanked me silently. I couldn’t do this at family
functions; not eating  Mexican food is rude. My trillions of
tios and tias waited for me to greet every single one of
them before I found myself playing with my hands in a
corner. My family was the wind in grandma’s packed home,
always wanting to know more but I nodded my head more
than I used my voice. I spoke to trees as a kid. I told them I
didn’t want to go to school, but the wind pushed me
because I was late. Thirty heads in my classroom turned my
way and brushed my cheeks pink, natural makeup for a shy
girl who wished to be a social butterfly. I flew to a tree in
ninety-degree weather, my oversized jacket, my fleece-
feathered wings. I hid my hairy arms every day until high
school. Mom didn’t let me shave until I was 15. When I
became a woman. When I learned to use a razor the wrong
way. I spoke to trees as a kid, to prepare to speak louder for
attendance. Marked absent on accident by a teacher who
mistook me for a Les Miserables poster. I spoke to trees as a
kid and now I blend with the trees standing still and silent
for my future daughter. 

Samantha Rivas
A Shy Girl
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Once upon a time
There was a girl who wanted so badly to be loved
She made every mistake it was possible to make

She traveled into dark and dangerous places—

—fairy-tale forests, claustrophobic 
nightclubs, Craigslist personal ads—

She offered herself to any clutching hands—

—the calloused grip of a blacksmith, 
the manicured fingers of a businessman, 
a witch’s bony claws—

And if she came across a boy kind enough
To wait, to withhold his embrace till she reached 
out first—

She ran.

The girl made a fool of herself. She begged
For attention. She expected too much
And too little
At once.

For a while, she thought she’d received
What she desired
Attracted men who admired
Her body

Stephanie Parent
The Question
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So she looked for the imperfections
On her own flesh
The reasons she didn’t deserve this

And she always found them.

So the girl retreated
To the blank page
Where she could list her flaws
And her foolish transgressions
And relive them a million times.

Still, it wasn’t punishment enough.

She had to keep writing
Rewriting
Remembering
The tales she had read once
About fantasy and desire
She had to ask herself the question
She had avoided for so long:

Can I love those stories, live those stories
In a world without fairies and witches
Spells and enchantments
A world where happily-ever-after
Isn’t what you thought?

Can I still be a heroine
When I’ve been stupid and selfish
Ugly and foolish
The witch and the princess
The light and the dark?
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She could.

Because she had to.

Because this world 
Is the only one we’ve got.

Because magic
Has many definitions

And fantasy
Is its own kind of truth.

Because by reading and retelling
And reliving
The stories of so many heroines—

Women who had been brave and foolish,
Kind and selfish,
Patient and impetuous,
Living love and loss—

Through these stories
She found
The heroine within
Herself.

Stephanie Parent
The Answer
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The Taming of The Hair 
Sonia Charales



this liquid route –full of potholes
bumps, timeless mourning & funeral
is the un-healable scar in our body
it's the only escape route out of
this engraved prison in our body
maintain by violence & un-worthiness
 
the maze route open is quirky-innocent
& ready to absorb any escapee or refugee
the liquid border between comfort &
austerity is a bruise full of piercing beacons
the signs are epitaphs on the mouth
of living graves, where death whispers
 
another funerary herd to diaspora
lost at sea, another mishap to be forgotten
anthology of liquidize voyagers
martyrs blended mutely with the sea
Africa is the colour of water & sand
sea does not protect inviolable ones
 
he said, "I’ll run away from a homeland 
scourging my back with lashes day and night;
From a woman who doesn’t know how
to feed my soul from her body’s nectar.
"I’ll run from everything,
nonchalantly embrace demise."
 

Umar Yogiza Jr.
Liquid Route
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no one listens, "You’ll die at sea.
Your head rocked by the roaring waves,
your body swaying in the water,
like a perforated boat.
In the prime of youth you’ll go,
shy of your 30th birthday." he said

"Departing early is not a bad idea;
but it surely is if you die alone
with no woman calling you to her embrace:
“Let me hold you to my breast,
I have plenty of room.
Let me wash the dirt of misery off your soul.”

Abdel Wahab Yousif is destined to go
helpless, like all others —who are ready
& escaping as new development
home turned to heavy wheel of destruction
running over life’s body
you either risk or wait the wait of messiah
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Cold Freedom
Lori Graham



What tale should I tell about life?
Where conundrum proclaimed as the domicile
I was in the young prime with my brain sparkling
With anguish and defeat coloring my fate
I'm like the fraying soil, weeping for rain;
Diving the path of obstacles with a sprain.

I was disturbed, likewise depressed
With many thorns piercing my fate
Sorrowful sound up roaring in my head
Like a thunderstorm striking the air
My heart's scared I'm dying in fear
Is life's company not meant for me?

Slowly getting hurt no one noticed
I screamed till my throat bleed
I clamour every night whether my voice could be heard
Not even a single soul is there to condole me
Many were the questions raging in my head
Searching for the answer I lost my hope.

In the middle of the way I stumbled
Life isn't fair to me every day I felt distressed
Is this a sin my generation committed?
My heart pumped the question
I'm thirsty beside the riverbank of life;
I wish I could get what my heart craves to quench.

Adeola Wasiu
Riddles of Life
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And somedays, I’d wake up at five am, before the rest of the low, sleep-sewn bungalow.
Sky hue of navy – right at cusp edge of dawn. The sound of grazing in the backyard,
grass being ripped from the soil. I’d make tea, sit down at my desk and listen-out for
footsteps on the landing. The pipes warming up in-between the walls. 

And somedays, deep mid-winter, I’d wake up in darkness. The day already seen
through. Tongue a slope of ash and vinegar. Mouth tasting like a split open tea-bag. I’d
turn on the kettle, count my bruises and tidy things away.

And somedays, I’d wake up our legs and arms in a pile. My face touching your right
shoulder. The duvet falling off the bed. Maybe rain coming down outside – I’d open
the window to hear it better – the room half-dark, prayer-like.

And somedays, I’d wake up at seven-thirty, the first planes flying close, near to
touching the roof of the inner-city flat. Bright light behind tissue-thin curtains, smell
of cigarettes coming through the wall. Hot oil being worked into a frying pan in the
kitchen – the lorikeets scratching and chirping at the windows.

And somedays, I’d wake up – the cold dug too far into my bones, and not get up at all.

And somedays, I’d wake up to heavy flip-flop steps like machine-gun fire in the
kitchen. The crash of cutlery ripped from the draw and cereal bowl set down on the
table. The wind-up croak of the toaster, dad scraping butter out to the edges of the
bread- asking if I was awake yet.

Stephanie Powell

Wake Up Routines: 2010 - 2020
in no particular order
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The supreme benefactor 
Warmly revoked to mind 

Charged with theft of the Olympic fire
Met vengeance on the Caucasus range 

For supper, unwanted guests he hosted 
Until mighty Heracles came to his release

A spark of the heavenly flame
Prometheus secretly withheld 

The same sustained him each passing day 
While his perpetrator awaited eternal revenge   

Of him Aeschylus sang 
Of him Mary and Percy sang   

Anisha Kaul
The Prometheus Within
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Unstoppable poetry of the pen, 
Existential allegory, 
A recurring love, 
Kisses of autumn, 
Turbulence:
But what do I really want?
Of course books, many.
A cottage by an alien beach
And fishermen for friends.
And children, preferably a lot,
Not necessarily mine.

To smile with flowers,
And sow seeds of solace
Everywhere, around, in the heart,
To live beyond banality, 
Tenderly and superficially bored.
But where does that stand?
Suspended like decolonial metaphors,
In a deviant limbo
Against capitalist actuality
And ideas of resistance, 
Facades of hope convincing for real
Faces of dexterously woven identity
Waiting to ameliorate murky dreams.

Rida Akhtar Ghumman
Want
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Bring the poems to the ground where I will be buried.

Scribble the coffin with the phrases without in a hurry.

When my skin will no longer breathe, the verses will fill it with life.

Many others will be giving me company; the anecdotes and moments with no melancholy.

When I will reach the destination, the journey will be penned down.

Every evening the sky will recite it to the tribe of town.

Prachi Sinha
Note From An Ailing Poet
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spare time playing scrabble with old ladies
and trying to learn how to roller skate. Her
work has appeared or is forthcoming in 5050
Lit, Dreams Walking, Sturgeon Review &
more. Find her on Twitter @rhiannonwillson
& her website, rhiannonwillson.co.uk
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Sanjana Rajagopal is a graduate student
studying philosophy in New York City. Her
work has appeared or is forthcoming in
Poetically Mag, The Augment Review,
Northern Otter Press, The Confessionalist
Zine, Anser Journal, Glitchwords Zine,
Ayaskala Mag, Perhappened Mag, and
L'Éphémère Review. You can find her on
Twitter @SanjanaWrites, and on Instagram
@astrangecharm

Umar Yogiza Jr. is an award-winning poet,
builder, and photographer. He’s the National
Publicity Secretary North. He lives and writes
between Lafia and Abuja Nigeria, where God
and the Devil toss the coin of his life.

Aiswarya Garlapati believes in looking at the
world through the rose-tinted glasses of
poetry and romanticizing life, balconies, grief
and love. She is the founder of a weekly
poetry newsletter Fresh Off The Grill.
Through this newsletter, she aims to create a
community of like-minded people and ardent
readers who can share a space to discuss
existence, poetry, and emotions. She has also
been a facilitator at several poetry workshops
and enjoys teaching the craft. Most of her
poetry revolves around the themes of family,
what it means to be a woman, endurance, love
and empathy. 34



Sylvia Sánchez Garza holds a B.A. in English,
an M.A. in School Administration, and a
Ph.D. in Leadership Studies. Her novel,
Cascarones, about the cultures and traditions
of growing up in south Texas, has won several
awards. Her short story will be featured in an
anthology by Philomel Books in 2021. At the
start of the pandemic, she spent her extra
time writing poetry as an outlet. Her work
has now been published by Unique Poetry,
Poetry and Covid and will soon be available in
an anthology by The Ice Colony. She lives in
Edinburg, Texas, with her family and three
dogs.
 
Makaila Aarin works as an academic librarian
in Mississippi where she lives with her three
rescue dogs.  She holds degrees in English,
library science, and education.  Currently, she
is pursuing an MFA in creative writing.  Her
poetry has appeared in Prismatica Magazine,
Stone of Madness, Glitch Words, Tipping the
Scales, Poetically Magazine, and other
magazines.  Her work is forthcoming in
Dwelling Literary and Sinister Wisdom. Find
her on Twitter: @makaila_aarin

J Snow is a poet/author whose work has been
described as disturbing, visceral, haunting,
and evocative. Pulling inspiration from
personal experience as an abuse/abduction 
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survivor, her writings provide readers a peek
inside the splintered psyche of a trauma
victim. Her published works include two in a
best selling series of Hellbound Books, one in
an award-winning Author's Tale collection,
others by Horrified Press, Zombie Pirate
Publishing, Nothing Books, The Horror Zine,
Sirens Call, Soft Cartel Magazine, and Ariel
Chart. J Snow is currently working on a
memoir series and debut novel.

Adritanaya Tiwari is a dental intern from
India. Her work has been in Nightingale and
Sparrow magazine, All Ears, Ayaskala,
Esthesia magazine, and others. You can find
her on Twitter @adrillusioned.

Dr. Manjusha Hari is a writer and teacher by
profession residing in Kerala, India. Reading,
writing and dreaming are her life. She has
published two solo poetry collections and
four anthologies. She also writes in magazines
and research journals.

Lisa Mary Armstrong lives in South
Lanarkshire, Scotland with her children.  She
tutors law and researches women and
children's experiences of the criminal justice
system.  In what's left of her spare time she
likes to write poetry and fiction, drink tea
and tinker on her piano 35



Fareedah Agberemi is a Nigerian student who
writes poetry imbued with messages of
diverse perspectives. You can find her on
Twitter at @cupofsasss or on her blog:
themusingsofchocolate.wordpress.com.

Samantha Rivas is an introvert with loud
thoughts, she scribbles on any piece of paper
she can find—mostly on the back of CVS
receipts. She graduated with a BA in Creative
Writing and a minor in Women’s Gender,
Sex, and Sexuality Studies.
 
Stephanie Parent is a graduate of the Master
of Professional Writing program at USC. Her
poetry has been nominated for a Rhysling
Award and Best of the Net. Follow her on
Twitter at @SC_Parent and Instagram at
@SCParent.

Adeola Wasiu O. /Majestic~pen is an aspiring
writer drawing his experience of life through
poetry, for life has different edges. And that's
the reason why he chose this path or maybe
it's written in his fate to be a writer who
knows? 

Stephanie Powell has been published
previously in anthologies by Enthusiastic
Press, The Bacopa Literary Review, Black
Mountain Press, New World Writing and 
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Not Very Quiet. Her Instagram handle is
@theatticpoet

Anisha Kaul is a poet with Masters in English
Literature. Her work is forthcoming or has
appeared in Kingz Daily, Dwelling Literary,
The Minison Project, Beir Bua Journal, Small
Leaf Press, Analogies & Allegories Literary
Magazine, and Visual Verse, among others.
You can reach out to her on Twitter
@anishakaul9.
 
Rida Akhtar Ghumman is a student of
English Literature, based in Pakistan,
currently working in creative corporate
marketing. She can be reached on Twitter
and Instagram at @RidaAkhtar_
 
Prachi Sinha is an amateur writer and a
Potterhead by heart. Her writings have been
published in online magazines like Letters to
Strangers, India. She has previously worked as
a book reviewer with a publication house.
Taking up a creative writing course in the
future is on her wishlist. You can find her on
Instagram @prachisinha.__
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Michelle Moloney King is an experimental
poet and artist. She has an honours degree in
computer science, a post-grad in primary
education and a diploma in Hypnotherapy.
She has been published in Spillwords, Dream
Journal, Artistic Differences Project, Babel
Tower, among others and was nominated for
a Pushcart in poetry. She is a Visual Artists
Ireland member and editor of Beir Bua
Journal.  Her website
www.michellemoloneyking.wordpress.com  

As a full-time abstract artist, Valencia
Washington merges her life experiences in her
work, where she explores the connection
between lines, color, shapes and the
impression music had on her growing up.
Inspired by provocative icons what starts out
as chaotic vision soon becomes a passionate
symphony of lines and nontraditional
imagery, which allows her to express
emotions in the moment without hesitation,
creating fluid art that inspires others to
dream in color.

Source of pictures for the Farmer's Protest:
' We Are Seen As Insects' - Punjab Farm
Labourers by Sanskriti Talwar & Lohri This
Year - The Bonfire of Our Inanities by
Anustup Roy 
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Sonia Charales is a student who studies
science and literature. Apart from her studies,
she is a writing tutor, a reader, an artist, and a
creative writing workshop leader. She writes
poetry in both English and Malayalam and
discusses South Indian cultural experiences in
her work.
 
Lori Graham is a 56-year-old lesbian living in
Woodbridge, England. Lori has work
appearing in Other Worldly Women Press,
XR-GLobal Creative, The Adriatic, Analogies
and Allegories, All Female Menu and The
Bitchin’ Kitsch. Website:
https://www.lorigraham.co.uk Twitter:
@WanderingPoetUK
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Thank you!

Thank you for making it to the end. We hope you
had a good ride. 

 
If you like our work, you can support us by giving

us a follow on social media.
 

Find Us @
TheIndianFemRev on Twitter

TheIndianFemRev on Instagram
 

Updates about upcoming issues, contests and
submission windows will be announced on our

social media handles regularly. 
 

See you again soon! 
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